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MADE IN SPAIN

DJ TABLES 
& RISERS
OUR PLATFORMS ARE PERFECT FOR A DJ TO SET UP THEIR MIXING EQUIPMENT  

The decks can be made to measure to suit all professional needs.

    YOUR MANUFACTURER OF PLATFORMS, STAGES & GRANDSTANDS



DJ TABLES  & RISERS

Our DJ and Sound Engineer tables will 
allow any DJ or sound mixer to create a 
professional workplace anywhere, set-
ting up their turntables, laptops and other 
equipment and giving free rein to their 
imagination and creativity.  

The reinforced aluminium structure and solid 
plywood top with 3 cable access holes will 
allow them to work freely, safe in the knowle-
dge that they are using one of the strongest, 
most reliable tables in the business.

GUIL, Quality guaranteed 
MADE IN SPAIN!
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THE BEST PROFESSIONALS   
DESERVE THE BEST EQUIPMENT

WE MANUFACTURE PRODUCTS 
WITH YOUR EASE OF USE IN MIND



To give maximum functionality to our DJ tables, we have designed a wide range 
of accessories: stands for audio monitor, for headphones, adaptors 
for a sun umbrella, microphone stands, as well as fixture for attaching 
wooden, acrylic or fabric skirting.

QUALITY PRODUCTS 
for your events
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If necessary, the DJ can use our standard stage decks to make a platform, to raise their table 
above the crowd and appreciate better the sound quality and the reaction of the crowd.

Acoustic insolation
In order to prevent resonance sounds, the contact surfaces between frame and panel are 
cushioned. The plywood panel is secured to the frame structure by means of strong adhesive 
foam, stainless steel screws and silicone, which prevent possible noises and vibrations.

Indoor and outdoor use
Thanks to its weather resistant panel, composed of phenolic resin coated layers, and its alumi-
nium legs and framework, GUIL Dj table is the best option for both indoor and outdoor 
events. It also has a fire-resistant treatment for venues with the strictest health and safety requi-
rements.

Versatile – Personalise your DJ Table
Our Dj tables can be personalised in size, colour and height. As manufacturers we can 
make any size Dj table you require, with the possibility of painting the profile and legs whate-
ver colour you like. Thanks to their plug-in design you can achieve different heights by simply 
adding different sets of legs (for fixed and also adjustable height). Thus, being able to be used 
by Dj of different heights. If you require a mobile DJ table, we can add wheels to the legs. 
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 Do you need anything else? 

Contact GUIL’s technical department and we will manufacture the model that best suits the DJ’s 
professional needs.
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To make our DJ tables as complete as possible, we have designed a wide range of acces-
sories to help any DJ to work their magic in comfort:

• Mini microphone stand with boom arm, Ref. PM/TM-02

• Adjustable shelf adaptor for laptops etc., Ref. BJ/TM-01

• Stand for monitor speakers, Ref. MN/TM-01

• Headphone hanger, Ref. AR/TM-01

• Adaptors for a sun umbrella / parasol, Ref. SB/TM-01

• Fixture for attaching wooden, acrylic or fabric skirting, Ref. FLD-01, FLD-01/N, FLD-02

GUIL hopes to do our bit to contribute to the magic that is 
created in every DJ performance.

For more information on stage platforms for DJ and Sound Engineer tables, please click on the 
following links:

MDJ-1 - 150 x 65 cm
MDJ-2 - 200 x 65 cm

*We manufacture any size made to order*

https://guil.es/en/products/dj-table-made-in-aluminium-size-150-x-65-cm-ref-mdj-1/
https://guil.es/en/products/dj-table-made-in-aluminium-size-200-x-65-cm-ref-mdj-2/
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QUALITY 
GUARANTEED!
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